Abstract. Lambda de nability is characterized in categorical models of simply typed lambda calculus with type variables. A category-theoretic framework known as glueing or sconing is used to extend the Jung-Tiuryn characterization of lambda de nability JuT93], rst to ccc models, and then to categorical models of the calculus with type variables.
The syntax of implicit ML (or IML for short) is similar to simply typed lambda calculus, except that the types are freely generated from a countably in nite set of type variables as well as from a set of closed ground types using ), and 1. The polymorphic feature arises from the ability to substitute types for the type variables that occur in terms. Since type abstraction and type application are not de ned explicitly in the syntax of terms, this form of polymorphism is called implicit polymorphism and the corresponding categorical models are called iml-categories MSd93] . These categorical models are a simpler form of the hyperdoctrine models Pit87, See87] of the Girard-Reynolds polymorphic lambda calculus. To keep this paper self-contained, the de nitions of iml-category and iml representation are given in Section 2.
The starting point of this work is the category-theoretic technique of sconing or glueing described in FrS90, Laf88, This framework distinguishes between two characterizations of lambda de nability. The weaker notion is that of a completeness theorem. A family fR g of ?-relations on T is called complete if each f satisfying every R arises as f = T x: . M: ] for some term x: . M: . This kind of characterization corresponds to Plotkin's theorem 1 Plo80] in which lambda de nability is characterized in full type hierarchies over in nite ground sets at types of rank at most two. The stronger notion is that of full completeness:
De nition. A family fR g of ?-relations on T is called collectively full if for ev-ery pair of types and , there exists such that the induced map Hom( ; ) ?! Hom(R ; R ) is onto.
In general, the term collectively full applies to any family F i : A ?! B i of functors i for every pair of objects A and A 0 in A, there exists i such that the induced function Hom A (A; A 0 ) ?! Hom B i (F i A; F i A 0 ) is onto.
The di erence in the two notions of completeness is that the weaker one may employ a family of logical relations for each pair of types ; while the stronger one only uses a single logical relation for each pair of types. In particular, when the family consists of a single logical relation then the two notions coincide. As a cautionary note, completeness and full completeness should not be confused with the term as it appears in MSt89], where completeness refers to equational completeness for -conversion. That notion corresponds to a family of ccc representations forming a collective embedding FrS90].
In Plo80], Plotkin proves a full completeness theorem using a single full Irelation to characterize lambda de nability in full type hierarchies over an in nite ground set, and in JuT93], Jung and Tiuryn use a single Kripke logical relation with varying arity to characterize lambda de nability in all Henkin models. With only a slight reformulation into the language of sconing we characterize lambda de nabilty in all ccc models of simply typed lambda calculus:
Theorem. Let F(C ) be the free ccc on a small category C . For any ccc representation T : F(C ) ?! A, there exists a partial order W, a glueing functor ?: A ?! S W , and a full ?-relation R on T.
The second part of the work presents an analog of ?-relation and full completeness for iml-categories. The approach is similar to the D-relators of MSd93] or the construction given in MaR91]. There, the sconing construction is carried out on the zeroth ber of an iml-category hB; Fi via a glueing functor ?: F 0 ?! D.
However, this characterizes lambda de nability only for closed types; i.e., types without type variables. In order to achieve this for all types, we extend the Drelator construction by employing glueing functors ? k for each choice of k type variables. Each ? k characterizes lambda de nability for types with at most k type variables, and the following full completeness theorem is obtained:
Theorem. Let hN; Pi be the free iml-category on a small category C . For any iml representation T : hN; Pi ?! hB; Fi and for any k, there exists a partial order W k , a glueing functor ? k : F k ?! S W k , and a ? k -relation R k on T that is full in the k-th ber. In other words, the family of iml representations fR k g is collectively full. It is well-known that the category S in the preceeding discussion may be replaced by any ccc D with pullbacks to yield a subscone (D # ?) (for details consult Laf88, MaR91, MSd93]). However for the purposes of this paper, it will be su cient to consider D to be either S or a Kripke presheaf category S W .
1.2. Sconing with Henkin models into sets. Fix a set S of ground types and let A = fA g; fApp ; g; fProj ; i g; be a Henkin model of the pure simply typed lambda calculus over S. Then A induces a ccc A whose objects are the types freely generated by S using 1, and ), and whose set of morphisms from to is given by A ) . The ccc representation T : Since t is completely determined by f, it follows that R x: . M: ] = (t; f).
2. Implicitly typed Core-ML 2.1. Syntax. The syntax of implicit ML (or IML for short) is very close to simply typed lambda calculus. The main di erence is that the types (denoted , , : : : ) are freely generated from a countably in nite set of type variables (denoted X; Y; Z; : : : ) as well as from a set S of closed ground types using 1, and ). A type assignment X j ? is given by a nite sequence X of type variables and a nite sequence ? of formulas x: , where every type variable that occurs in also occurs in X and no individual variable x occurs twice. Terms are written in the form X j ? . M: and the well formed terms are generated by rules that are the same as those of simply typed lambda calculus with the appropriate modi cations to type assigments.
The equations X j ? . M = N : are also essentially the same as those of simply typed lambda calculus; however, the categorical models of IML are quite di erent. This is due to a form of polymorphism that arises from the ability to substitute types for the type variables that occur in types and in terms: Let be a type with type variables among X 1 ; : : : ; X n , and let 1 ; : : : ; n be types with type variables among Y 1 ; : : : ; Y k . Then X i : = i ] is the type with variables among Y 1 ; : : : ; Y k de ned by substituting i for each occurence of X i in . The term M X i : = i ] is de ned analogously. Since there is no explicit type abstraction or type application from the point of view of terms, this form of polymorphism is known as implicit polymorphism and the corresponding categorical models are known as iml-categories.
Iml-categories. In a categorical interpretation of IML, type expressions
1 ; 2 with n type variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n have meanings as objects in a ccc F n , while terms X j x: 1 . M: 2 have meanings as arrows in F n . The meanings of terms are implicit in the sense that they are obtained without assigning objects to the type variables. However, an assignment of objects g 1 ; : : : ; g n of F k to each of the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n induces a ccc representation F n ?! F k that describes the e ect of substituting types whose meanings are g 1 ; : : : ; g n for the type variables that occur in each of the types and terms over X. The formal de nition follows. We assume that the notions of \set" and \small category" are properly adjusted to allow interesting examples that might otherwise be excluded by \size" considerations.
An iml-category hB; Fi is given by a category B with nite products which is generated via nite products by some distinguished object V ; i.e., each I 2 Ob(B) is V n for some natural number n (including the case n = 0 when V 0 = >). The rst condition ensures that T(n) = n. The second condition makes sense because Ob(F n ) is the arrow set B (n; 1).
2.3. Free iml-categories. The free iml-category hN; Pi over a small category C is de ned as follows:
The objects of N are the natural numbers. Morphisms in N(n; k) are k-tuples of morphisms in N(n; 1) and the latter are equivalence classes of pairs X; ] where X is a sequence of n type variables and is a type freely generated from S and the type variables occuring in X using 1, and ). The iml representation T is the interpretation of the types and terms of IML into the iml-category hB; Fi: For each X; ] 2 Ob(P n ), the object t n X; ] 2 F n is de ned by induction on by letting t n X; X i ] = n i ?! 1; t n X; ] = n ?! 0T ?! 1; if 2 Ob(C) and using the ccc structure of F n for the inductive cases. This de nes a functor T : N ?! B that sends the arrow ( X; 1 ]; : : : ; X; k ]) in N(n; k) to the arrow t n X; 1 ]; : : : ; t n X; k ] in B (n; k). Each ccc representation t n : P n ?! F n is de ned by induction on the structure of terms using the ccc structure of F n (see Cro93] for details). The iml structure on hB 0 ; F 0 i induces a canonical forgetful iml representation U : hB 0 ; F 0 i ?! hB; Fi.
3.2. Sconing into Kripke presheaves with the kth ber. The preceeding sconing construction only considers n 0 functors and therefore only considers that form of implicit polymorphism that arises when substituting closed types for type variables. This proves su cient for characterizing lambda de nability in the zeroth ber, but to characterize lambda de nability in every ber one must carry out this construction using all the n k .
Let hB; Fi be an iml-category, let ? k : F k ?! S W be any glueing functor into a Kripke presheaf category and let D k = (S W # ? k ) with canonical forgetful functor : D k ?! F k . The iml subscone hB 0 ; F 0 i determined by glueing hB; Fi to S W along ? k is de ned analogously to the zeroth ber case:
The In what follows, a ? k -relation R is constructed which is full in the k-th ber;
i.e., r k : P k ?! F 0 k is a full ccc representation. Similarly, one may construct the free ccc F(C ) over any small category C . Just as S corresponded to a set of ground types, C corresponds to a small category of ground types and term constructors. The objects of F(C ) are types freely generated as before but using the set Ob(C) for the ground types. The set of morphisms from to in 
